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I enjoy playing DBA (I still use Version 1!), partly because it is possible to make armies in 

20mm plastics from just a box or two of figures.  Or, even better, just one box.  This was the case 

with my recently painted and based Early Libyans which were made from one box of Caesar 

Libyans – with figures to spare - and also with my Nubians, which were from HaT – although I’d 

now choose the much prettier Caesar figures which also benefit from more varied poses.  Having 

painted up such a pair of historically matched DBA armies I rapidly came to the conclusion that 

I’d need some kind of solo trickery to make their encounters a little bit more interesting.  Hardly 

a surprise when one looks at the lists – those Libyans are made up of one warband and eleven 

bases of psiloi and the Nubians are similarly quite samey with three warbands, six bow and three 

psiloi.  In a straight up fight the Libyans were always going to be hard pressed to be other than 

pin cushions – or warband fodder.  They would need to hug the bad going to have any hope of 

survival, or even victory.  My first solution is a method of staggered arrival by the armies.  For 

want of better terms I decided to divide the armies into three non-equal sections or battles – the 

vanguard, the main battle and the rearguard.  I set about this using the following methods.   

 

First, for the Libyans – deploy two psiloi in the vanguard.  Add an extra psiloi if rolling other 

than a 1 or 2 on a D6.  Then add another if 1, 2 or 3 is not rolled – and so on until there is a 

failure.  The Vanguard is thus at least 2 and at most 6 psiloi.  Then put the warband general and a 

psiloi in the main battle.  Add another psiloi if a roll of 2D6 is under 12-N, where N is the 

number of troops in the vanguard.  So, if the vanguard is 4 psiloi then one would need to roll 

under 8 on 2D6 to add another psiloi to the Main battle.  Continue to roll to add additional psiloi 

to the main battle – reducing the value to be rolled under by 1 every time there is a success.  

When the roll fails all the remaining troops make up the rearguard. 

 

For example – rolling for the vanguard has put 4 psiloi into that force.  The main has one 

warband and to add a psiloi requires that 12-4 = 8 is rolled under on 2D6.  The roll is 6 so the 

unit is added, and another can be added by rolling under 7 – roll 4 and so another unit is added 

and the success roll is now under 6 – the dice give 11 and so the Main battle is complete.  All the 

remaining troops are in the rearguard, giving for this Libyan army: 

Vanguard: 4 Psiloi 

Main Battle: 1 warband and 2 Psiloi 

Rearguard: 5 Psiloi 

 

For the Nubians there is a similar process, but modified to reflect the troop variety.  The initial 

vanguard is 1 bow and 1 psiloi.  Roll on a D6 for the next possible unit to be added 1-3 bow and 

4-6 psiloi.  Then roll as for the Libyans - add the unit if rolling other than a 1 or 2 on a D6, then 

continue until there is a failure or the troop type rolled for is exhausted.  Then move to the main 

battle.  This includes the general’s warband and either another warband or a unit of bows – roll 

for this on equal odds.  Then add warbands – on a D6 roll equal to or under 6-N, where again N 

is the number of units in the vanguard.  Once the warbands are exhausted continue with any 



remaining bows until these are exhausted or the die roll is failed.  Any remaining units make up 

the rearguard. 

 

Having decided on the division of the forces it’s time to set up a table as per the DBA rule book.  

Then divide each base line into 3 equal sections – left, centre and right and dice for where the 

vanguard of the army will enter with 1-2 being left, 3-4 the centre and 5-6 to the right.  Then 

deploy the vanguard in their starting position on the board – die roll for 1-2 in line abreast, 3-4 in 

a narrow column and 5-6 in a wide column i.e. 2 bases wide.   

 

Having deployed the vanguard then dice on a D3 for how many turns behind the vanguard the 

main battle is.  Roll separately for each army.  Start manoeuvring using DBA rules – note that 

the vanguard gets a full D6 of PIPs but the general counts as out of sight to them and so require 

2PIPS to make a move.  After an appropriate number of turns deploy the Main battle into one of 

the baseline sections in a similar way to before – but this time the reinforcements will enter as 

follows: 1-2 they deploy in the same sector as the vanguard, 3-4 they deploy to the left section 

and 5-6 they deploy to the right section.  If, however, the section is not possible – for example if 

the vanguard deployed in the rightmost sector and the main battle is told to deploy to the right of 

this- then the second force is deployed into the same sector as the vanguard.  The deployment of 

the second force is done in the same way as for the vanguard – i.e. die roll for 1-2 in line abreast, 

3-4 in a narrow column and 5-6 in a wide column 2 bases wide.  Then the rearguard delay and 

subsequent deployment is catered for in the same way. 

 

So, after a lot of dice rolling how did this turn out?  I followed the procedure achieving the 

following outcome.  It’s worth noting here that it’s actually best to not roll everything in advance 

– roll for the number of turns the next unit is lagging behind as the one in front deploys, but 

there’s no need to pre-determine the entry zone or march orders, for example, as it just reduces 

the uncertainty. 

 

Libyans: 

Vanguard: 5 Psiloi (deploys in the left most sector in line abreast) 

Main Battle – 2 turns behind the Vanguard: 1 warband and 3 Psiloi (deploys to the left of the 

Vanguard and so deploys in the same sector, again in line abreast) 

Rearguard - 3 turns behind the Main Battle: 3 Psiloi (deploys to the right of the Vanguard and so 

deploys in the centre sector, and also in line abreast) 

 

Nubians:  

Vanguard: 1 Bow and 1 Psiloi 

Main Battle – 1 turn behind the Vanguard: 2 warbands and 1 Bow  

Rearguard - 3 turns behind the Main Battle: 1 warband, 4 Bow and 2 Psiloi 

 

Both armies are assumed to be on the move and so there is no fixed base for one side to be the 

defender.  I’m toying with the idea of adding a baggage element as a base to be defended for 

both armies, the baggage travelling with either the main battle or the rear guard (probably a 

50/50 split on the chances of either one). 

 



The initial deployment of the vanguards showed them facing off against each other on one edge 

of the table.  Both sections advanced with the initially larger Libyan force splitting into two 

groups in order to try and outflank the Nubians.  This had little chance of success with the 

Nubian main battle being so close behind their vanguard, but it seemed worth a try.  It would 

also allow the Libyans to take two sections of bad going (the rocky rise and the walled fields). 

 

 
 

However, the rapid deployment of the Nubians also helped them out – as did some very decent 

die rolls.  The Nubian vanguard pushed forward – deploying bowmen to flush out the psiloi.  

This was moderately effective, causing some pushbacks and encouraging the Libyans to risk a 

melee in the open whilst they had a very slight numerical advantage.  A series of disastrous rolls 

for the Libyans saw several bases of the Psiloi fleeing the combat – they were not going to quit 

the battlefield, but they would soon be a long way away from the action! 



 
 
As the two armies approached each other in full strength, the Nubians threw out a first line of 

bowmen – who had some remarkable luck on the final full battle line of the Libyans – consisting 

of most of the main battle and the rearguard combined.  Selective targeting served to make the 

Libyan line look ragged – and when the General rolled a 1 in response to attack by multiple 

elements of Nubian bowmen it was quite suddenly over.  It had been a risk putting him in the 

frontline – however, if the Nubians hadn’t rolled a 6 for PIPS which let then redeploy all their 

bows then it might have been a risk worth taking as the single warband represented the only real 

muscle the Libyans could deploy. 



 
 
This was a complete victory for the Nubians – eliminating 3 enemy elements (including the 

general) for the loss of no troops themselves.  Really when I was manoeuvring the Libyans I 

should have been smarter – their only hope really is to overlap enemy elements so that they are 

destroyed on recoil.  As it was the whole battle was fought out on a narrow strip of land which, at 

least, contained a significant amount of bad going which was helpful to the Libyans – but not 

helpful enough!  

 

Having played what was an enjoyable battle a few tweaks to the system came to mind.  The most 

significant is the deployment – although I’m not sure which of the 2 possible changes I like the 

best.  The problem as illustrated above is the division into the three deployment zones of the base 

edge and then dicing for the subsequent deployment of the Main battle and the Rearguard 

relative to the Vanguard, and most specifically how the deployment all tends to be into one side 

zone if the Vanguard arrives on either of the edge zones.  I should have worked out the 

mathematics first – if the vanguard deploys into the rightmost zone then the Main battle will 

have a 2/3 chance of deploying into the same zone and a 1/3 chance of deploying into the centre 

– the same is true for the rearguard giving an overall chance of 4/27 of all troops being deployed 

into the rightmost zone.  And the same is true for the leftmost zone.  However, when it comes to 

the centre there is just a 1/27 chance that all troops will deploy into the centre.  I had, clearly, 

developed a system which was going to bias the deployment to the edges of the battlefield!  To 

get around this I could: 



(i) always deploy the Vanguard in the centre.  This then allows each of the following sections of 

the army to have a 1/3 chance of deploying into any of the three zones, and overall there is only a 

1/9 chance that all will deploy to the centre.   

 

(ii) alternatively I could wrap the deployment rolls across the battlefield.  By this I mean, that if 

the Vanguard is in the rightmost zone and the die roll says to put the Main battle to the right of 

this then it will arrive on the leftmost zone.  And similarly, the zone to the left of the left most 

zone would be the rightmost zone.  I had originally rejected this idea as I had thought that the 

deployed elements of the army should all be reasonably close together but on reflection I believe 

it is worth a try. 

 

Both methods will see a better spread of the two armies over the battlefield, representing a clash 

of forces that in their own march have lost some cohesion.  For both armies to suffer so from 

command and control issues may seem unlikely – unless it is accounted for by adverse weather 

or some similar consideration such as adverse terrain off-board.  And at least these changes 

would make it less likely that a chunk of the board remains unused primarily due to initial 

deployment.   

  

A third plan might be to have all three units always enter in different zones – the only problem 

here being that once the first 2 units have been deployed then it is obvious where the third will 

emerge.  I’m concerned that knowing this would affect my strategies with the two parts of the 

army already on the table.  Well, I’ll have to see: half the fun of coming up with methods like 

this is trying them out and seeing which parts work the best.  I’d be interested to hear, either here 

or as a battle report on the blog, how others get on with variants of this simple system applied to 

their own armies. 
 


